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A Word
from the Chair

I am proud to introduce this annual report for IDRS for
2018-2019.
2018-2019 was an extremely significant year for IDRS
in that we were successful in our tender with the
Department of Communities and Justice to provide
the Justice Advocacy Service (JAS) to people with
cognitive impairment across NSW for 2019-2021.
The purpose of this program is to support people
with cognitive impairment through the criminal
justice process. This funding will enable a significant
growth in staffing numbers, including Indigenous staff,
with 14 regional outposts and a vast expansion of
our volunteer network. This growth will extend our
footprint to many rural and remote areas and clients
which we have to date, been unable to support.
Given the expansion of the service, IDRS plans to
separate the Community Legal Centre (CLC) functions
of IDRS from the Justice Support functions. This will
result in the establishment of two businesses operating
under the umbrella of IDRS. The CLC will be called the
Ability Rights Centre and will move to a separate office
in the same building as the head office of IDRS and
Sydney office of Justice Advocacy Service.
Despite the fragility of ongoing secure funding for
most IDRS programs, IDRS has been able to extend
funds into 2019-20 for specific purposes, including
the Cognitive Impairment Diversion Program, a pilot
program operating from Gosford and Penrith Courts
which commenced in October 2017 and has achieved
very positive outcomes. Our legal advice and casework
service, NDIS Appeals support program, Parents’
Program and rights education work will also continue
at least until June 2020. We are delighted that IDRS
will receive funding to support people with disability
seeking to contribute to the Royal Commission into
Violence, Abuse, Neglect and Exploitation of People
with Disability later in 2019-20.

Jenny Klause,
Chair

IDRS has continued working towards broadening the
reach of our current client group beyond those with
intellectual disability to include people with other
cognitive impairment. The Cognitive Impairment
Diversion Program and Justice Advocacy Service are
already available to people who are impacted by other
cognitive impairments. In 2019-20, IDRS legal advice
and casework service will also become available to this
wider group including people who live with autism,
acquired brain injury, drug or alcohol related brain
injury or borderline intellectual function.
This year IDRS has built on promoting the internal
participation of people with disability across the
service. Conduits between the Making Rights Real
advisory group and the Board have been ongoing.
IDRS received an Information, Linkages and Capacity
Building Readiness grant to focus on Board member
training for people with cognitive impairment. IDRS
increasingly benefits from the contribution the Making
Rights Real group brings to how our work is conducted
and more importantly, the outcomes we achieve. The
membership of IDRS continues to be predominantly
people with intellectual disability.
I am very proud to share that Janene Cootes,
Executive Officer of IDRS for the past 12 years, was
awarded a Medal of the Order of Australia in the
2019 Australia Day Honours List. This award is for
significant service to the community, particularly to
the protection of the rights of people with disability.
This award is one of Australia’s highest orders of merit
and recognises her long-standing commitment to
advocating for justice for this population. Janene has
long been recognised as a champion of the advocacy
movement in Australia for the rights of people with
disability. I wish to congratulate Janene on receiving
this honour.
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I would like to acknowledge the very positive
relationships IDRS has with our key funders;
Commonwealth Department of Social Services,
NSW Department of Communities and Justice and
Legal Aid NSW.
I thank the volunteer Board members for their
invaluable contribution to the sound governance of
IDRS and for the time and contribution they are willing
to make on behalf of our clients. In particular, I wish to
thank two board members who are leaving this year,
Dr Rebecca Reeves and Edwina McDonald. I wish to
mention that Edwina is leaving the board after ten years
of support, and acknowledge her community legal
centre expertise and her commitment to robust and
collaborative decision making.
I would also like to acknowledge and thank our 130
outstanding volunteers, without whom IDRS would
not achieve such significant outcomes for people with
cognitive impairment in NSW.
Finally, I would like to recognise the tireless effort,
hard work and commitment that all IDRS staff have
given during this particularly demanding year.
I encourage you to read this annual report, which
demonstrates so effectively the level of impact the
work of IDRS has had in 2018-19.
Together I believe we have all worked to advance
the IDRS values of justice, respect and persistence
in achieving the best outcomes for our clients.
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About IDRS
IDRS is a community legal centre and disability advocacy service for people with intellectual disability in NSW.

IDRS – ‘Making Rights Real’
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OUR VISION

OUR PURPOSE

OUR VALUES

Equal rights and
justice for people
with disabilities.

We are a disability advocacy
service and a community
legal centre. We work
alongside people with
disability to promote and
protect their rights.

JUSTICE – what we seek
RESPECT – what we give
PERSISTENCE – how we do it
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Members of the IDRS Board
IDRS is governed by a voluntary Board of Directors who bring a broad range of expertise and skills to their work. They
also bring a wealth of personal experience with over half of Board members being people with intellectual disability or
family of people with disability.
This year Kirra Cochrane, from the Making Rights Real Group, joined Board meetings to participate and learn about the
role of a Board member.

Kirra
Cochrane

Jenny
Klause
Chair

(Observer)

Anne
Bolt

Phillipa
Friedrich
Treasurer

Mike
Sprange

The members
of IDRS Board
in 2018-19
Margaret
Spencer

David
Jarjoura

(from December
2019)

(from December
2018)

Edwina
MacDonald

Rebecca
Reeve
Carmelo
Raspanti
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Making Rights Real Advisory Group
The Making Rights Real Group represents IDRS service users. They meet together monthly and act as an advisory
group to IDRS. Group members are paid for their time and expertise. The group brings the voice of people with
intellectual disability directly into discussions about IDRS priorities and decision making at staff and Board levels.

The members of the Making Right Real Group in 2018-19 were:

Kirra
Cochrane

Shailaja
Menon

Jeffrey
Lai

Dale
Robinson

Kathy
Provis

Joseph
Taouk

Kirra Cochrane was elected to represent the Making Rights Real Group at meetings of IDRS Board
bringing issues from the group to the Board and taking Board questions back to the group.
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Some initiatives of the group
during this year have been:



Organising an IDRS Open Day in November 2018
with great attendance and spirit



Won $300 from Grill’d in a fund raising campaign
through the Local Matters campaign to keep the
Penrith Peer Support Group running



Organising a smoking ceremony outside IDRS
office in Pitt Street Sydney and a morning tea
for NAIDOC week



Sharing their experiences with police and how police
could work better with people with intellectual
disability to help staff review IDRS police training



Provided ideas about accessibility improvements to
the website of the Director for Public Prosecution



Raised issues and gave feedback
to IDRS staff and Board



Interviewed and selected new staff
to work with IDRS

IDRS ANNUAL REPORT 2018-2019
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IDRS Organisational Chart
IDRS
Members

IDRS
Board

Janene
Cootes
Executive
Officer

Principal Solicitor:

Solicitors:

• Margot Morris

• Tim Chate 		
• Ali Craig

Legal Practice

• Helen Boyton
(Feb-April)

Justice Support

Manager:

Admin Assistants:

• Kelly Watson

• Ingrid Ferreira

Regional
Coordinators:

• Deihan Paulson

• Andrew Harrison

• Maggie Beck

• Lara Mansfield
• Jacqui Gunst

Solicitor:

Parent Advocate:

• Kenn Clift

• Julia Wren

Parents Program

Education,
Capacity Building
& Peer Support
Co-Ordinator:

Appeal worker:

• Mitch Mulqueen

• Kate Cameron

Admin Assistants:

• Margaret Hardman

• Ingrid Ferreira

• Corinna Nolan

Team Leader:

Co-educators:

• Mary Flaskas
(Till Feb 2019)

• Kirra Cochrane

Educators:

• Robert Strike

• Jonathon Kelleher

NDIS Appeals

• Aimee Chaffer

• John Vesley

Caseworkers:

Administration/Intake

Office Assistants

• Frances Cetinich

• Rawley Reynolds

• Kate Cameron
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• Chris Smith

Manager:
• Ben Garcia-Lee
(Till Feb 2019)
• Charlotte Rider
(From Feb 2019)
Team Leader:
• Michael Baker

Cognitive Impairment
Diversion Program
Administrator:

• Mary Davison

• Jillian McCarthy
• Justine Taggart
• Alicia O’Brien
• Dean McLaren
• Taylah Riley
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Legal Assistance
IDRS Legal Assistance includes:
•

Free legal advice in person or by phone to people with intellectual disability about a broad range of legal problems

•

Referral to legal and disability services

•

Legal advice to people with intellectual disability who are in police custody provided 9am –10pm, seven days a
week via staff solicitors and a network of volunteer solicitors

•

Legal casework and representation for people with intellectual disability in some cases

•

Information, training and resources for legal practitioners in NSW who are assisting clients with intellectual disability

•

Contributing to law and policy reform for the benefit of people with intellectual disability

Legal Services in 2018 -19
Our solicitors have provided legal assistance to 793 people with intellectual disability during 2018-19.
This represents an 18% increase in the number of people receiving legal assistance from IDRS compared
with the previous year.

Increased demand for legal assistance

2017-18

received
670 people
legal assistance

18%

growth

2018-19

received
793 people
legal assistance

964 legal advices were provided to people with intellectual disability during the year. 250 of these were legal
advices provided to people with intellectual disability who were under arrest and in police custody while the other
724 concerned a wide range of other legal problems.
Common civil legal problems reflected in advice requests were consumer (including issues related to clients as
consumers of disability services), domestic and personal violence, housing related issues, wills and estates (including
exploitation of people with disability concerning inheritance) and guardianship and financial management.

IDRS ANNUAL REPORT 2018-2019
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Legal Assistance
Outreach to Culturally and Linguistically Diverse Communities
A goal for IDRS in 2018-19 was to reach out to people from culturally and linguistically diverse communities (CALD).
We collaborated with CALD specialist groups to arrange for a solicitor and educator to meet with groups of people
from various CALD communities. Assisted by interpreters, we spoke about IDRS services, provided information on
issues of interest to each group and offered future legal advice sessions in conjunction with the group’s activities.
Groups included Syd-West Multicultural Service, Fairfield Refugee Health Group, Vietnamese Carers Group and
Chinese Carers Group.
IDRS would be delighted to work with other organisations assisting CALD communities to bring our services to
people from CALD groups in the future.

Aimee
in Bourke

10
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Outreach to Regional, Rural and Remote Communities
IDRS provides legal assistance to people with intellectual disability throughout NSW. This year outreach teams of
solicitor and educator travelled to 4 regional/rural towns Bega, Brewarrina, Bourke and Parkes to raise awareness of
IDRS and rights for people with intellectual disability.
These trips included:
•

Information sessions for people with disability and their families

•

Information sessions for service providers

•

Legal advice for local people with intellectual disability

•

Visits to local community services to promote awareness
of IDRS services for local people

We also met with local solicitors in Dubbo and Nowra.
Some great contacts were made in these regional areas. We aim to extend these outreach activities in 2019-20.

Law and Policy reform
During this year IDRS has made submissions to the following enquiries and consultations to ensure that the position
of people with intellectual disability is recognised in law and policy decisions.
•

Australian Human Rights Commission – Human Rights and Technology Issues Paper

•

Australian Guardianship and Administration Council – Maximising Participation for the Person in Guardianship.
Draft Guidelines for Australian Tribunals

•

Portfolio Committee Number 2 – Health and Community Services Inquiry into the national Disability Insurance Scheme

•

Family and Community Services Consultation – Their Futures Matter –Child Protection System re-Design.
Submission on discussion paper and participation in consultations.

•

Submission and participation in workshops on review on Draft Mental Health and Cognitive Impairment
Forensic Provisions Bill

Thank you to volunteers
IDRS would like to thank the volunteer solicitors and legal students who have given their time and expertise
to contribute to IDRS legal services during 2018-19.
Thank you to volunteer solicitors David Hunt and Nathan Bradley who volunteered one day each week to
assist with legal advice requests and to volunteer law students Nicola Clark, Harry Rutner and Peter Anderson.
Thank you also to the team of volunteer solicitors who give legal advice to people with intellectual
disability who are arrested at night and at week-ends. This crucial service would not survive without
your generosity.

IDRS ANNUAL REPORT 2018-2019
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Legal Assistance
Case Studies
These case studies are examples of cases where IDRS was the only source of legal assistance available to people
with intellectual disability with serious legal problems.

Case Study – Financial exploitation by family
Joe is a young man with intellectual disability. His only income is the disability support pension.
Joe had lived with some relatives after the death of his mother but they had forced him to leave.
A worker from the homeless shelter, where he had been sleeping, brought Joe to IDRS for legal help.
Joe had been served with a Statement of Claim lodged in the Supreme Court. The bank were seeking
an order for possession of a house and $400,000 due under a mortgage. Joe had no idea what this was
about and could not give any details. He just knew that his relatives had bought the house. He thought
he was going to live there but they had made him leave. He had no paperwork and no details.
The shelter worker had already taken Joe to Legal Aid NSW and to a community legal centre who said
they could not help. Time was running out.
After much investigation the IDRS solicitor established that Joe’s relatives had arranged for him to sign
some papers related to the purchase of a house. These documents and Joe’s bank accounts showed
that Joe had paid $230,000 towards the purchase of the house where his relatives lived. The money
had been an inheritance from his mother. Signing the documents had also made Joe jointly liable for
the mortgage loan of almost $400,000 on the home. Joe’s relatives had made no repayments on the
loan. Joe had no understanding of what he had signed or the dire financial situation he was in.
Joe had less than 28 days to file a defence with the court or he would lose his $230,000.
IDRS wrote to the bank to request that it not enter judgement against Joe. IDRS solicitor drafted a
complaint on Joe’s behalf to the Financial Ombudsman Service (now known as the Australian Financial
Complaint Authority AFCA).
As a result of IDRS action
•

The Supreme Court proceedings were stayed

•

The AFCA made a recommendation, in line with IDRS requests, that the bank repay Joe his
$230,000, release him from the mortgage loan and that Joe be paid $1,000 compensation by the
bank for stress caused.

Joe lacked capacity to manage his inheritance funds and remained very vulnerable to exploitation.
IDRS represented Joe at the Guardianship Division of NSW Civil and Administrative Tribunal to apply
for the appointment of the NSW Trustee and Guardian as his financial manager. IDRS successfully
asked that Joe’s pension be excluded from the management order. The NSW Trustee and Guardian will
arrange further legal assistance to finalise Joe’s legal matters.
Without IDRS assistance, Joe would have lost his inheritance and would have been jointly liable to
repay $400,000 to the bank. This would have been impossible for him.

12
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Case Study – Harassment from neighbours
Amy lives in a Housing NSW unit. She had ongoing trouble with her neighbours who bullied and
harassed her due to her disability. Amy also had anxiety and a hearing impairment which meant
she talked loudly. This caused problems with the neighbours who thought she was yelling at them.
Her neighbours accused Amy of doing things she didn’t do.
One neighbour took out an Apprehended Personal Violence Order (APVO) against Amy. She had very
little understanding about what the APVO was and what the conditions meant.
Legal Aid does not provide representation for defendants in APVO matters between neighbours
even if they have a disability. Amy went to court alone and tried to speak for herself but she
couldn’t say anything.
The interim APVO had conditions that Amy could not go near her neighbour but her neighbour still
came near her and threatened to call the police. Aimee was frightened.
Amy came to IDRS for legal help with the APVO. There was no other way to get legal help. IDRS
represented Aimee at the next court hearing. IDRS was able to negotiate with the neighbour and
helped the neighbours to reach an agreement with Amy. In the end the APVO was dropped. Had there
been an on-going order, it is likely that the neighbour would have called the police at some stage and
Amy may have been charged with breaching the order.
Amy was still anxious about the neighbour and reluctant to leave her unit in case there was trouble.
IDRS helped her to apply for a housing transfer. Eventually she was able to move to another area.

IDRS Solicitors
IDRS ANNUAL REPORT 2018-2019
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Education, Capacity Building
and Peer Support
2018 -19
IDRS education, capacity building and peer support aims to:
•

Build the capacity of people with intellectual disability to understand their rights and responsibilities,
to feel confident to stand up for their rights and to know how to get help with their rights if they need
it. We develop resources to support this goal

•

Support people with intellectual disability to be educators and to support and lead their peers

•

Provide education to those who support people with intellectual disability with legal and rights
problems including family, friends, disability support workers, community workers and advocates

•

Build the capacity of the community, particularly the justice sector, to respect and respond more
effectively to the needs and rights of people with intellectual disability. We provide training to police,
lawyers and other justice personnel

•

Develop accessible information resources for people with intellectual disability and assist other
organisations to develop accessible information

•

Provide individual advocacy support to isolated people with intellectual disability to assist them to
resolve problems.

Rights and Responsibility Awareness - People With Intellectual Disability
During this year, IDRS worked with 142 people with intellectual disability to build their understanding of rights and
responsibilities. Many of these people participated in the Your Life Your Rights course which is run over 4 weekly
sessions and works on recognising rights; how to speak up for yourself, get help to get your rights and how to
respect the rights of other people.
In addition to Sydney courses, courses for people with disability were delivered in Newcastle (2) and Lismore.
IDRS employs a team of experienced co-educators who themselves have intellectual disability. All IDRS rights
workshops are facilitated by an IDRS educator and a co-educator working together.

Rights in Relationships
IDRS has responded to calls from staff and clients to develop training about Rights in Relationships. This year our
educators and co-educators have begun work on co-design of a series of workshops that provide opportunity for
people with intellectual disability to learn about Rights in Relationships.
This training has been in demand from participants in the Your Life Your Rights workshops and from service
providers who host our current rights training.
IDRS experience of supporting people with intellectual disability in their interactions with the criminal justice
system has taught us that people who are victims of crime can be more vulnerable due to poor understanding of
their rights in relationships. Also, lack of understanding of other people’s rights is frequently a contributing factor in
people being charged with crimes.
A big thank you to Self Advocacy Sydney for helping IDRS to run the first pilot of these workshops.
We are working to source funding so that we can develop these workshops further and make this crucial training
available to people with disability.

14
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Peer Support Groups
Kirra Cochrane was employed to be the peer facilitator of the Penrith Peer
Support group in 2018-19 and has done a great job in this role. During the year
the group:
•

Organised for local services to attend meetings

•

Invited staff from NSW Fair Trading to talk about scams

•

Attended the Nepean disability expo

•

Heard from an IDRS solicitor about legal rights and contracts

•

Enjoyed friendships and fun.

“

Being the facilitator,
it was showing that
people with disability
can do anything they
put their mind to.

”

The long running and very successful Redfern peer support group wound up during this year. The group has had a
large number of members since it commenced in 2015 and many have achieved great personal growth with peer
support. It is a sign of the success of this group that members have grown to the point where they no longer need
the support the group offered and have become leaders amongst their peers.
IDRS Facebook Peer Support Group continues to flourish.

Training in Australian Capital Territory
IDRS was invited to deliver training in the ACT to corrections officers as well as course on supporting victims through
the criminal justice system as part of the ACT Government’s Disability Justice Plan.

Partnership with the Wash House
IDRS education team has been delighted to partner with the Women’s Activities and Self Help House (Wash House)
in their participatory action research project funded by the ILC. The project is working with parents with intellectual
disability to develop evidence informed resources and peer support to equip parents with intellectual disability who
are dealing with the care and protection system.

Thank you
Thank you to Georgia
Mantle, social work
student, who has
made an important
contribution to the work
of the education team
this year.
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The Parents’ Program
The Parents Program works with Parents who have intellectual disability.

The Parents Program helps parents who have either had their
children removed from their care or are at risk of having their
children removed. Funding for this work comes from the Public
Purpose Fund of the Law Society of NSW through the Community
Legal Centres Program of NSW Legal Aid.
Parent Program Strategies:
Parents Program employs a part time solicitor and part time
parent advocate/case worker. It combines both legal and disability
advocacy strategies to enable parents with intellectual disability to
be fairly treated and have the best chance to raise their children.
Parent Program offers:
•

Legal advice and casework for parents with intellectual
disability in care and protection matters about their
children, including about contact problems

•

Non-legal advocacy and support for parents who are at
risk of having a child removed. It is best if this help begins
during pregnancy

•

Support persons at the Children’s Court for parents with
intellectual disability in child care and protection matters

•

Capacity building with disability support workers, child
protection workers and lawyers so that they work better
with parents with intellectual disability

•

Advocacy for law and policy reform that will improve fairness
and outcomes for parents with intellectual disability.

16
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Parents’ Program work in 2018-19

22%

60 parents

with intellectual
disability over the
past 12 months

85%

are Aboriginal or
Torres Strait Islander
people

are mothers

40%

domestic violence issues

The parents’ program has worked with 60 parents with intellectual disability over the past 12 months. 85% of the
parents we work with are mothers; domestic violence is an issue for 40% of the parents. 22% of the parents we
work with are Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander people.
In 2018-19 the program has maintained a focus on providing early legal advice and advocacy/case management,
preferably during pregnancy, so that supports can be in place before the child is born. This approach continues to
achieve positive outcomes for many families.
Achieving NDIS access to address the disability needs of parents and expectant parents has been a crucial aspect of early
intervention. Our parent advocate has also been involved in planning review processes because otherwise the tendency
of NDIA seems to be to reduce supports at review, which can undermine the stability of the family. Identifying and
training support co-ordinators in disability services who are suited to work with parents has been an important goal.
Our experience demonstrates that mothers with intellectual disability who are successful in maintaining care of
their children need on-going access to legal advice and support when crises occur or when some concern brings
Community Service back into their lives.

Education and training
The Parents’ Program provides information and training programs for parents with disability, solicitors, disability,
community and care and protection workers. Training focuses on promoting practical skills for supporting parents
with intellectual disability.
In addition to running our ‘When DoCs Knocks’ training for community workers, this year we were invited to provide
training to care and protection case workers in the Australian Capital Territory as part of the ACT Justice Action Plan
implementation.

IDRS ANNUAL REPORT 2018-2019
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The Parents’ Program
CASE STUDY
Bill and Anne have 3 children under the age of 10. Bill and Anne have mild intellectual disability and
Anne also has some physical limitations. The family came to the attention of Family and Community
Services when Bill was charged with some minor criminal offences and some concerns were raised
about the care of the children. The children were placed temporarily with a foster family.
Community Services referred the family to the Parents’ Program to support them in seeking
restoration of the children to their care.
The Parent Advocate supported and advocated for the family in meetings with Community Services and
helped the parents to understand and follow up actions to address Community Services’ concerns.
With assistance from the Parent Advocate, Anne applied to the NDIS for services to meet her
disability support needs. Bill entered into a rehabilitation program to address alcohol overuse.
Community Services have now agreed the family has made good progress and that restoration of the
children to their parents is the goal.

CASE STUDY
Mina was referred to the Parents’ Program when she was pregnant with her second child. Her first
child had been removed from Mina’s care as a baby. She wanted some legal advice about how she
could stop that happening again. Mina was said to have learning difficulties and an anxiety disorder.
Mina had experienced violence from her partner and had left her accommodation. She was afraid of
her partner and was also seeking advice about protecting herself through an Apprehended Domestic
Violence Order.
Parents’ Program solicitor provided legal assistance including assisting Mina to get an ADVO and helped
her to arrange temporary accommodation. The solicitor supported Mina to meet with Community
Services and a series of conferences were arranged between Mina, Community Services and other
services in an attempt to resolve problems that put her maintaining care of her baby at risk.
A major problem was housing. Mina was too afraid to return to the unit where she had experienced
violence. She had requested a housing transfer shortly after she moved out. This had initially been
refused but she appealed this decision to the Housing Appeals Committee which recommended that
the transfer proceed. Nothing had happened. The temporary housing arrangement was due to end
shortly before the baby was due. Lack of accommodation would make it very likely that Mina’s baby
would be removed from her care from the hospital.
After many unanswered calls to Housing NSW, the solicitor insisted on speaking to the manager who
agreed to review the situation and call back the following day. When the manager failed to call, our
solicitor wrote an urgent letter to the Minister for Community Services seeking intervention on behalf
of Mina. For whatever reason, the solicitor was notified 2 days later that a property had been located.
Mina was able to take her baby home. Community Services continue to monitor the situation and
Mina has some support services to assist her.

18
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NDIS Appeals Support
The NDIS Appeals Support Project is a support service of IDRS that is funded through a grant
from the Department of Social Services (DSS) as part of their NDIS Appeals Program.
Our primary work is to assist people with cognitive impairment to get better outcomes from the National Disability
Insurance Agency by providing information and direct advocacy support to people who wish to challenge a decision
by the NDIA. The key focus is to assist people who want to challenge NDIA decisions at the Administrative Appeals
Tribunal (AAT). We also assist people to challenge decisions internally.

NDIS Appeals work in 2018-19
During 2018-19, it was necessary to reduce staffing resources to the NDIS Appeals Project from 2 to 1.6 positions
and to review strategies for priorities for the support we provide.
This table reflects the change in type of support provided.

NDIS Support work this year
To maximise best use of our resources, more emphasis has been placed on providing detailed information and
advice to people seeking our assistance. This has included reviewing and offering suggestions on documents that
families had prepared and advising them on additional information that might assist their case. Families have found
this focus very useful.
17-18

18-19

Information/advice in person or over the phone

38

60

Assisting people seeking an internal review

32

14

Complaints to NDIA

12

2

Assisting people seeking external review at AAT

23

31

Appealing - hard work but worthwhile
The appeal process is unfortunately very grueling and drawn out. By way of encouragement, we would like to note
that, so far, all the people with disability and families that IDRS has supported through the appeal process have
had positive outcomes which have achieved plan improvements, sometimes very significant improvements, for the
person with disability.

NDIS Review of negative access decisions for people with disability in prison
In 2018-19 IDRS NDIS Appeals staff have worked collaboratively with the staff of the Statewide Disability Services of
NSW Corrective Services to seek internal reviews of NDIA decisions which rejected NDIS access applications from
people with disability who were in prison. All four reviews of access decisions sought so far have been successful
with each person granted access to NDIS.

IDRS ANNUAL REPORT 2018-2019
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NDIS Appeals Support
Case Study
Moses is an aboriginal man in his 30s who had been in prison for 18 months. He was referred to the IDRS
NDIS Appeals worker to seek an internal review of a decision that he did not meet access requirements
for the NDIS. He was soon to be released from prison with no prospect of supports being in place. Prison
staff considered him at high risk of homelessness. He had been sleeping rough before going to prison and
had no family support.
The prison staff had submitted evidence of permanent disability, mild intellectual disability, with the
NDIS access application but the application did not sufficiently address the criteria for ‘substantially
reduced functional capacity’. The NDIS Appeals worker met Moses and asked him questions about how
he managed in the community before he was in prison. This information in combination with written
extracts from the welfare staff who worked with him, established a clearer picture of his needs and level
of functioning. Just before he was released he phoned our worker to say that his review was over and he
would get access to the NDIS. He had called to say thank you. He was very excited.

Case Study
Pamela is in her 30’s. She is an engaging person who is fit and motivated to work. She lives with
significant intellectual disability and autism and is non-verbal. She needs support to maintain socially
acceptable behaviour and to ensure safety. With one on one support and help from her family, she has
been able to live in an innovative share house arrangement with support from her non-disabled house
mates who receive free rent.
Pamela has 2 part time jobs which she attends with one on one support.
Pamela’s family wanted support from IDRS at the AAT for a review of the NDIS decision to cut funding for
a model of support that included one to one direct support. The NDIA had found that Pamela’s goal of
working towards skills of independence was in contradiction to the level of support she was requesting.
NDIA expressed a view that a person who was employed part time, would not be a person who needed
direct individual support.
Pamela had plenty of supporting documentation explaining her support needs. The NDIA asked Pamela
to agree to an independent assessment by an NDIS assigned Occupational Therapist. Her parents, in
frustration, agreed on her behalf.
Within days of receiving the Occupational Therapist report, the NDIA called Pamela’s solicitor to say that
they would be approving all the supports that Pamela was requesting.
This case study demonstrates misunderstanding and false assumptions about the level of capability and
quality of life that a person with high needs can achieve with the right supports.
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Cognitive Impairment Diversion
Program
Cognitive Impairment Diversion Program (CIDP) is a 2 year pilot program operating from October 2017-October
2019. The Program is funded by the NSW Department of Justice (now Department of Communities and Justice).
The program operates in two local courts Penrith and Gosford.
CIDP aims to take an early intervention approach to working with people with cognitive impairment in contact with
the justice system as defendants in local court matters. The program aims to increase the use of diversionary orders
and support participants to link with relevant and appropriate NDIS and mainstream supports.
The program is led by the Offender Strategy team of the NSW Department of Justice. Other program partners are
Diversity Services NSW Department of Justice, Justice Health, Community Corrections and the National Disability
Insurance Agency.
IDRS currently employs a Program Manager and 3 caseworkers at each of the two courts.
The CIDP model has 3 elements:
Screening and clinical assessment - to provide evidence of a participant’s cognitive impairment to the court.
Support planning and intensive case management - to support access to NDIS and/or other supports to meet the
participant’s needs. During this process participants also identify other goals and activities they would like to pursue.
Court reporting - assessment information about the participant’s disability and a comprehensive support plan
developed with the person are put before the court as evidence to support their application for a diversionary order
under Section 32 Mental Health (Forensic Provisions) Act 1990.

Work of CIDP in 2018-19
IDRS has worked with 99 participants in the CIDP during the past 12 months. 85 participants have been male and
16 female. 26% of participants have been Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander people.
Only 2% of people offered participation in CIDP chose not to join the program.
Most CIDP clients were not NDIS participants at the time they were referred to NDIS. Many did not know of NDIS
or its relevance to them. Only 21% had an existing plan that had been implemented. It is of particular concern that
14 people had an existing NDIS plan that had not been used. CIDP assisted these people to use their plans to meet
their goals. It is likely those people would otherwise have lost their plan or had it significantly reduced at review.
NDIS status of people at point of referral
52% - not NDIS participant
21% - Existing participant with an implemented plan
14% - Had an existing plan which was not implemented
13% - Review underway or to be lodged
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“

It’s sad to say
I had to get into
trouble to get
support

”
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Cognitive Impairment Diversion
Program
Primary and secondary disabilities

Intellectual
Disability
40%

Borderline
Intellectual
Function
13%

Acquired
Brain Injury
22%

Dementia
2%

Alcohol or
drug related
brain damage
1%

Autism
5%

Not
identiﬁed
17%

Co-morbidity

Mental
Health
29%

“

It’s (CIDP) been
amazing … 101% the
best thing ever ….
it was that bad.
It saved my life.

Alcohol
&/or
drug use
23%

Both
Mental Health
& Alcohol &
other Drugs
28%

In addition to NDIS and disability services the main
service areas which participants were linked to were
mental health, general health, accommodation, legal
advice, education, employment, counselling.

”
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Outcomes
WestwoodSpice was engaged by the NSW Department of Justice to undertake a process analysis of CIDP. The
evaluation found that in the first 12 months of operation CIDP had achieved significant results in its two core goals of:
1. Diverting people with a cognitive impairment from the criminal justice system
2. Connecting people with the National Disability Insurance scheme and other services
Participants who took part in focus groups as part of the evaluation described the impact of CIDP in ways that went
way beyond their contact with the criminal justice system. They spoke about receiving help with problems they
had struggled with for years. They spoke of the importance of feeling listened to; of having access to support that
doesn’t let you down; the possibility of positive involvement in the community and feeling hope for the future.

Court Outcomes
Court outcomes for CIDP participants demonstrate a high level of diversion at the two courts where CIDP is based.

Court outcomes for CIDP participants

Section 32
diversion
order
66%

Section 33
diversion
order
2%

Charges
withdrawn
2%

Section 10
Bond
(no conviction
recorded)
3%

Other bonds
(Section 9,
Section 12)
6%

Community
Service order
1%

Committed
for sentence
1%

Custodial
sentence
7%

Other
12%
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Cognitive Impairment Diversion
Program
Case Study - Tony: Opening doors to a new life
Tony is in his 20s. He was before the local court on 5 charges when referred to CIDP. He had a history
of previous conviction and his solicitor had told him a custodial sentence was likely.
The CIDP Neuropsychologist assessment identified that Tony had Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD).
Tony knew he had problems but had never had an explanation for his difficulties before.
CIDP referred Tony to a Psychologist who helped him to understand what his new diagnosis meant for
him and to identify his strengths and challenges. He was given strategies to cope with and manage the
challenges associated with his disorder and more specifically his feelings of being overwhelmed. This was an
empowering journey for him and has led to him wanting to support others who face the same challenges.
Tony successfully completed the Magistrates Early Referral into Treatment (MERIT) program and has
continued to cease his long term Cannibis use.
CIDP supported him to apply for the National Disability Insurance Scheme and he received a funding
package to help him achieve his goals:
•

I would like help to develop my capacity to complete all my daily activities independently

•

I would like help to locate suitable housing and live independently

•

I would like help to increase my skills to secure employment and eventually build my own business

•

I would like help to improve my overall health and wellbeing

Tony is on a path to achieving these goals. He was supported by CIDP to enroll in a Cert III Community
Service course at TAFE and was linked with enhanced educational supports tailored to his needs.
He recently completed his Cert IV.
He is currently seeking part-time youth support worker employment whilst he continues to attends TAFE.
Tony had never received any form of Centrelink payment throughout his adult life despite being unemployed,
as he struggled to navigate the system. CIDP helped him to successfully apply for Austudy payments.
He had significant fines with the State Debt Recovery and was supported to commence a Work
Development Order. He continues to reduce his fines by attending TAFE.
Tony would like to build a youth mentoring business focused on sports and physical activity, for people with
Autism. He has commenced New Business Assistance training with the New Enterprise Assistance Scheme
and is receiving personalised mentoring and support to help him put his business idea into practice.
Tony and his CIDP case manager developed a Support plan for the court. The plan outlined his new supports
and additional supports he agreed to and how those supports would reduce his likelihood of future charges.
The magistrate dismissed his 5 charges under a S32 diversion order with no conviction recorded.
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Case Study - Mark
Mark is a young Aboriginal man. He had been diagnosed previously with Post Traumatic Stress Syndrome
and ADHD. His assessment by the CIDP Neuropsychologist found that he has intellectual disability which
had a major impact on his functional abilities but had not been identified before. He was homeless, had
substance abuse problems, had no form of income and was wary of becoming involved with CIDP.
Mark had been in Out of Home Care for most of his childhood and had experienced severe sexual,
physical and psychological abuse at the hands of foster parents and carers.
Based on his life long experience of abandonment by services, Mark had no his trust in any support services.
CIDP supported Mark to secure temporary accommodation and to re-establish his Centrelink benefits.
CIDP worked with Mark to develop trust and supported him to consider applying for NDIS and to seek
medical assistance as well as psychiatric therapy and counselling.
Eventually Mark agreed to apply for NDIS and identified his goals as
•

I would like to be supported to access suitable housing

•

I would like to develop my independence to allow me to successfully participate in day to day life

•

I would like to be supported to identify appropriate strategies that will enable me to make positive choices

•

At the conclusion of the plan, I would like to be exploring employment opportunities

He chose an Aboriginal service organisation to provide his NDIS services.
The court did not agree to a Section 32 diversion order and Mark received a Community Corrections
Order for all court matters.
Mark has a place to live, income and remains engaged with his new service provider.

“

If CIDP hadn’t rocked up
I wouldn’t understand
and would keep doing
what I was doing. I feel
like I am getting heard,
my voice counts.

”
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IDRS Justice Support
Justice Support - big changes ahead from July 2019
IDRS Justice Support provides support persons and advocacy for people with intellectual disability who are in
contact with the criminal justice system as victims, defendants or witnesses.
Support persons are provided at police stations, court, legal interviews and audio visual link ups from the gaols to
the court room. This support improves criminal justice outcomes for people with intellectual disability by helping
them to understand and navigate the police and court systems.

Introducing Justice Advocacy Service (JAS)
IDRS is very excited to announce that we successfully tendered for and secured the contract to deliver the new
Justice Advocacy Service (JAS) throughout NSW. JAS is funded by the Department of Justice (now Department of
Communities and Justice). It will expand and extend the services previously provided by Justice Support. IDRS will
be delivering this new expanded service from 1 July 2019.
The main contact number for JAS (including after hours) will continue to be 1300 665 908. JAS is also contactable
on 02 9265 6300 during business hours. These are the central numbers for referrals from all areas.

What will be different?
JAS support services will be available to people with cognitive impairment, not just to people with intellectual
disability. This extends the support service to people whose cognitive impairment may be due to autism, foetal
alcohol spectrum disorder, acquired brain injury, dementia and alcohol or drug related brain damage.
JAS will have staff located in 17 locations around the state, making the services much more accessible to people in
regional and rural locations.
Support for people who are under arrest and in police custody will now be available 24 hours.
Legal advice for people who are under arrest will also be extended to 24 hours.
JAS will continue to rely on the contribution of volunteers to be able to provide personal individual support to
people with cognitive impairment.
The JAS funding requires IDRS to undertake a needs analysis of the training needs of police, courts, legal aid
and other justice related agencies and develop training and information strategies to equip these agencies to
understand the needs of people with cognitive impairment and improve practice when working with them.
Denise Healey has been appointed to the position of Program Director of the new JAS service and commenced work
on establishing the new service in May 2018.
Staff already working in Justice Support will transfer over to the new service and new staff will be recruited to cover
all the new regional areas and expand staffing in the existing bases in Sydney, Newcastle and Wollongong.
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Justice Support 2018-19
Justice Support work in 2018-19
Justice Support worked with 635 people with intellectual disability during 2018-19 providing support on 1,830
occasions. Just over half of these supports were provided by volunteer support people. 76% of people supported by
Justice Support were men and 26% were women. Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people made up 20% of the
people we worked with in 2018-19.

Defendants:
557 (88%)

Court
supports:
1,420 (78%)
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Total number
of people:

635

Support
provided on

1,830

ocassions

Victims:
78 (12%)

Police station
supports:
406 (22%)
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IDRS Justice Support
Volunteers
Justice Support relies on a network of over 100 skilled and dedicated volunteers to support over 600 vulnerable
people across this year. Over half of the 1,824 supports this year were provided by volunteers.
Some of those volunteers have been with the Justice Support service for the full 14 years that it has been in
operation. A remarkable contribution to the welfare and rights of people with disability in NSW.
Our panel of after-hours volunteer lawyers also provide crucial legal advice to people with intellectual disability who
are in custody after-hours and at weekends.
A huge thank you to all the volunteers for your good will, good humour and skills which have made IDRS Justice
Support so highly regarded and successful.

“

He came to help me
because I didn’t know
what to do. It’s kind of
scary going to court.

”

Case Study
Michael’s mother contacted Justice Support to get help for her son when he went to court. Michael has
significant intellectual disability. The matter related to an Apprehended Personal Violence Order (APVO)
being taken out by police against Michael because he had been acting inappropriately with a young by in
the local neighbourhood. The police had told Michael’s mother that this was nothing to worry about and
Michael could just agree to the APVO at court. Michael’s mum thought this would be the best approach.
Michael and his mother had not had legal advice. Legal Aid do not usually provide representation for
defendants in APVO matters, even if they have a disability.
Justice Support encouraged Michael’s mother to speak to a solicitor and asked Legal Aid to represent
Michael. This was agreed. It was clear to the solicitor that there were questions about Michael’s capacity.
Legal Aid agreed to pay for a capacity assessment and Justice Support arranged for this to happen.
The assessment demonstrated the effect of Michael’s intellectual disability and incapacity to understand
the nature and effect of his behaviour.
The court did not make an order. Justice Support arranged for Michael to receive training and counselling
about unacceptable behaviour with children.
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Case Study
A Justice Support volunteer was waiting at The Children’s Court for the young man she was supporting.
He had not arrived at 10am. The volunteer tracked down the phone number for the client and found
him still at home in the group home where he lived. He was refusing to go to court.
The volunteer managed to persuade him to go to court, explaining that the magistrate could issue a
warrant for his arrest and advised the court that he was on his way. He arrived at 11am. His matter
was finalised with a 6 month good behaviour bond and a caution. Had he not come to court there is a
good chance that he would have been arrested.

Case Study
Adam was charged with indecent assault. He was supported by Justice Support throughout his court
case. When the court matter was over, Adam’s sister contacted Justice Support and confided that she
had witnessed Adam being sexually assaulted when he was a teenager.
She and Adam had talked about this incident since the court case and felt unsure about what to do.
Adam felt that he wanted to report the assault but he was afraid. He was also very fearful of police.
Justice Support referred Adam for counselling.
Ultimately Adam decided that he would report the sexual assault. A Justice Support worker attended
the police station with Adam and supported him to make a statement. Police are investigating the
matter further.

Sydney
volunteers get
together
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Support and Funding
IDRS is an incorporated association operating on a not for profit basis,
expending all funding on the provision of services and the operation
of the organisation.
IDRS acknowledges funding support from the following agencies:
•

NSW Department of Justice

•

Commonwealth Department of Social Services

•

The Public Purpose Fund of the Law Society of NSW through
the Community Legal Centres Program of Legal Aid NSW

•

Care partner funding through Legal Aid NSW

•

One Off Funding – Legal Aid NSW

Donations to support the work of IDRS can be made at:
https://www.givenow.com.au/idrs
or visit our website www.idrs.org.au
Donations to IDRS are tax deductible.
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